Innovative planning is important. Will you dare to take a leap into the future?
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Liveable City
What are the components?
- transport policy
- safety and security
- health and sanitation
- recreation
- housing
- natural environment
Transport policy

- accessibility of public transport
- car-free city center
- preventing traffic congestion
- time efficiency
- intermodality (combining different modes of transport)
- sustainable urban mobility planning
Safety & security

- Political stability
- Coordinated and efficient work of emergency services (public health, fire department, emergency medical service, etc.)
- Preventing corruption and discrimination between citizens with different values and beliefs
- political stability
- integrated and efficient work of emergency services (such as police, fire department emergency medical service etc.)
- breeding cooperation and tolerance between citizens with different values and beliefs
Health and sanitation

- medical supplies and services
- infectious diseases prevention
- effective sewage treatment
- waste disposal
- air pollution
Recreation

- nightlife (important for younger people)
- includes sports & leisure facilities
  (arenas, museums, theatres, concert venues, cinemas, restaurants)
- open and green spaces (parks, playgrounds)
Housing

- affordable housing
- household appliances
- maintenance services
• affordable housing
• household appliances
• maintenance services
Natural environment
• climate
• clean air (parks function as resilient lungs of a city improving the quality of air)
• green spaces in cities can have a cooling influence which helps reduce the ‘urban heat island effect’
It is good to adopt a broader perspective.
A liveable city is a city where people can move freely and safely, where people can reach the places of interest using the different modes and forms of transport, without causing damages to the environment and to people, with preference to sustainable mobility (public transport, cycling, ...) and where citizens are involved in decisions. The view should go beyond transport and mobility considering social, economic and environmental aspects.
In a liveable city children are able to play safely in the street. Citizens have access to public transport within 500m walking distance. The city center is car-free. Parks & green spaces are a vital part of the urban landscape. The air is clean. The architectural planning is stylistically consistent. This can be achieved through transparent goal setting, monitoring of progress and adjustment of goals and measures.
A liveable city is one that works hard to maintain equity between its economic activity, the health of its environment/ecology and the quality of life of its citizens. Sustainable Urban Mobility Planning is a key ingredient in developing a liveable city as it allows all citizens to participate in strategic planning.
and to keep an eye for the details
Chosen Proposed Sustainable Development Goals to be attained by 2030

- Ensure access to affordable, sustainable and reliable modern energy services for all
- Promote sustainable industrialization
- Promote actions at all levels to address climate change
- Achieve peaceful and inclusive societies, rule of law, effective and capable instructions
- Strengthen and enhance the means of implementation and global partnership for sustainable development
Innovative planning is important

Will you dare to take a leap into the future?
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